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效力，全面构建我国公司法人人格否认制度的运作程序。   
 
 





























The principals of Corporate Independent Personality and Limited Liability 
are the basis of Corporate Law, which greatly promote the economic 
development. However, every system has its two sides to appear. Inevitably, 
some shareholders abuse the independence of corporate personality and 
shareholders’ limited liability, which hurts the obligee, and the public interest. 
There is landmark significance about the establishment of “Disregard of the 
Corporate Personality” by new Corporation Law．Whereas the new Corporation 
Law only indicates principles but no enforceable、integrate，systematic rules. 
There isn’t any detailed rule about how to apply this system to judicial practice 
and relevant procedure accurately in the new Corporation Law．So how to 
improve the legislative and judicial practice applies the regime is appropriate 
for us at the problem. 
The paper is divided into four parts to improve  Application  of  
Disregard  of  Corporate  Personality： 
Part I: Legal research of the application of Disregard of Corporate 
Personality. Lure the Disregard of Corporate Personality system from corporate 
independent personality and limited liability value research and negative 
effects, and then explain the meaning of the system, the characteristic, values 
and legal basis. 
Part II: Current status and problems of the application of Disregard of 
Corporate Personality. Analyze the problems of the rules, for example, unity of 
the conditions and standard, no legalization of the application cases and no 
matching procedure, via the present status of Disregard of Corporate 
Personality. 
Part III: To consummate substantive law of the Disregard of Corporate 
Personality system. According to the current status and problems, the writer 















Corporate Personality, make clear the application principle, analyze the 
application conditions of the Disregard of Corporation Personality especially 
from the aspects of the subject, behaviour and result, and define its applied 
scope. 
Part IV: To consummate procedure of the Disregard of Corporate 
Personality system. We should, from the actual conditions of China, according 
to solution, cause of action, jurisdiction, burden of proof, render judgement, 
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